


Assignment Water: 

To review the assignment video - https://summit.bergencountycamera.com/talks/new-assignment-

water/ 

 

Image submission details 

Name  

Email address 

Short image description 

Send to focus@bergencountycamera.com 

Minimum resolution 1920x1080 

Due Date Ju1y 16th via email by 5pm 

One image only - Black and White, Color still image 

 

Sign up for the July 23rd – 9:30 am online review webinar here - 

https://summit.bergencountycamera.com/talks/water-assignment-review/  

 

Water Photography Tips from Keli: 

⦁ Look for light and reflection changes in the water as the water flows around and over things such as 

rocks. 

⦁ Move around if you can, to see the water from different perspectives. 

⦁ Rotate your polarizer to see how the reflections change. With the polarizer, you can show rocks, fish, or 

other things under the water. 

⦁ Shoot on continuous, if you can, so you can compare the images later. Keep shooting as the water flows 

or ripples, the reflections and how they catch the sunlight is going to change. 

⦁ Use different lenses to give different viewpoints of a scene. A wide-angle lens can give you a landscape 

view of the scene, with expanses of water and the shoreline or banks. Use a telephote to isolate 

different parts of the scene, such as one particular rock. 

 

Continue reading for more tips from Alan Schwab 

Feel free to stop in, call 201-664-4113, or email CustomerService@bergencountycamera.com with your 

imaging questions. 

https://summit.bergencountycamera.com/talks/new-assignment-water/
https://summit.bergencountycamera.com/talks/new-assignment-water/
mailto:focus@bergencountycamera.com
https://summit.bergencountycamera.com/talks/water-assignment-review/
mailto:CustomerService@bergencountycamera.com
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Water: Form and Elegance 

A variety of effects with water can be achieved to add more interest and simulate movement, 

mirroring, etc. Become a student of observation; th ink about what the water is doing. How can 

my camera settings change the look of the photograph? 

Things to look for: 

1. Still Water -- Produces great mirroring effects. Still water will reflect color, mountains, buildings, 

stars, and more. When still water is present, th ink how you can use the reflection. 

2. Undulating/ Wavy- Shortened shutter speeds will produce reflections with abstract color 

effects. 

3. Flowing - Shutter speed dependent. Slow shutter speeds will produce milky, ultra smooth water 

with no reflection. Increase the shutter speeds to produce hair like trails of water splashing. 

Increase the speed more and lock the water in place and see droplets in midair. Capture 

crashing waves, big splashes, and wave backlighting. 

4. Slightly Windy- Reflections will not totally mirror scenery. Water acts like a broken mirror, 

changing between reflective ancl non based upon where the wind gusts. 

5. Frozen Water -- Ice with or without flowing water. Small scale abstracts. 

6. Reflected Sky Light - Color on surface of the water. Fall color in water surface. 

7. Eddies of Swirling Water - Below waterfalls or trapped water in stream beds. 

8. Abstract Color - Still Water, Natural Plant Oils, Foam + Froth 

9. Obstructions Within Flowing Water- Leaves, Rocks, or Logs breaking up the flow. 

10. Sunset/ Sunrise - (ND Graduated Filters) Shoot unti l Blue Hour 

11. Rain -- Out of Focus Blur, Reflection of urban lights 

12. Fog - Add Exposure to increase the effect of fog. 

13. Streams and Rivers - Look for S curves and leading lines in composing your photos. 

14. Tide Pools and Tidal Flow -Long exposure images create interesting patterns. 

15. Storms - Shoot long exposure images to catch lightning. 

16. Shore Waves - Use a flash to create a 

17. Dew Drops - Shoot Macro photos for more interesting images of plants, flowers, and spider 

webs 

18. Fountains -- Shoot long exposures for flowing effects or look for interesting images of people 

interacting. 

ND Fi lter Chart: 
Stops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Markings 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2 .1 2.4 2.7 3.0 

Exposure Factor 2x 4x 8 16x 32x 64x 128x 256x S00x l000x 



Photographing Waterfalls 

Tools: 

A Camera 

Wide angle lens 

Short telephoto lens 

Cable release 

Lens hood 

Rain Sleeve 

Tripod 

ND filters 

Polarizing filter 

Batteries 

Waterproof bag 

Shooting: 

Manual or Aperture Mode 

Mirror Lock Up 

Long Exposure Noise Reduction 

Shoot with histogram available 

Test auto-lighting optimizer and / or D 

Lighting {low) 

Low ISO 50, 100, 200 

Mid range apertures or smaller (f/8 

f/16) 

Vary White Balance 

Vary Vibrance 

Use a Polarizer or ND filter 

Meter mid tone value 

Bracket exposures 

Vary shutter speeds to freeze motion 

Long Exposure for softer look - % - 8  

seconds 

Moderate Blur - %  -  1/30" of a second 

Freeze motion - 1/30" -- 1/400" of a 

second 

Vary angles - Low, High, diagonal, 

askew 
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When to Shoot: 

Overcast Days 

Sunrise/ Sunsets 

Blue Hour 

Stormy Days 

Low Light of Winter 

Avoid Excessive Sunlight, Watch not to 

blow out highlights 

Limit Bright Skies in the composition 

Watch Out for movement/ wind 

Shoot after a major storm 

Spring snow melt 

Avoid Dangers! 

All Seasons 

Start wide then come in for details 

Change exposure times to increase the 

look of volume or speed of water 

Shoot for high key or low key lighting 

Add foreground interest 

Set up leading lines 

S curves 

Shoot both verticals and horizontals 

Vary Zoom Range 

Take 2 and layer in post 

Dry rocks can become hot spots -"wet 

them" 

Post/Raw 

Burn Tool - Pick brush size to match 

area size, etc. 

100 pixels, hardness 15%, exposure 8%, 

paint over blown out h igh l ight 

Add negative clarity to soften water, 

easy does it! 

Boost vibrance 

Vary white ba lance 

Recover highlights 
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